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AusNet Services launches groundbreaking community mini grid trial
Australia’s first mini grid trial in an established community is being launched in the Melbourne suburb of
Mooroolbark on Tuesday by Victorian Energy Minister Hon. Lily D’Ambrosio MP and AusNet Services Managing
Director, Nino Ficca.
The trial is being undertaken to demonstrate that 14 homes with residential solar systems and batteries can
generate, store and share renewable electricity with each other as a ‘mini grid’ via their local powerlines.
AusNet Services MD, Nino Ficca, said that it’s an exciting trial and thanked the residents for their willingness to
participate.
“We’re now installing the solar systems, batteries and associated communication equipment and greatly
appreciate the readiness of this community to take part in this groundbreaking trial,” Mr Ficca said.
“AusNet Services is excited to partner with the community to develop systems that may give consumers the
choice to share their solar-generated electricity with their communities, potentially lower their bills and support
the electricity network,” he said.
Over the next 12 months, AusNet Services will focus on monitoring consumption levels and behaviours for each
participating household so that individual houses can be disconnected from the electricity grid, operating solely
on the solar energy generated and stored in their batteries.
The final stage of the trial will use AusNet Services’ control system to share stored renewable electricity
between the homes in the street as a genuine ‘mini grid’ system.
“We’ve developed a control system that will monitor and manage energy flows within the mini grid. This system
will enable the energy that is stored in batteries to be shared between houses, based on the needs of the
individual houses, the diversity of customer loads within the mini grid and the needs of the network,” Mr Ficca
said.
“This project builds upon the learnings gained from a residential battery trial we recently completed, which
identified benefits for both consumers and electricity networks, and the need to find ways for both parties to
work together to realise these benefits,” he said.
AusNet Services’ three-year battery storage trial tested how residential batteries can export electricity into the
grid to support the network during peak demand times, during unplanned outages, such as storm events, and as
a solution that may delay or offset network investment.
Ends…
About AusNet Services
AusNet Services is the largest diversified energy network business in Victoria, owning and operating over $11
billion of electricity and gas distribution assets, including the state-wide electricity transmission network. The
company also has a non-regulated division, Select Solutions, providing utility services.
Headquartered in Melbourne, Australia, AusNet Services employs more than 2,600 people to service over 1.3 m
consumers and is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: AST) and the Singapore Stock Exchange
(SGX-ST: AZI.SI).
For more information visit AusNet Services’ website, www.ausnetservices.com.au.
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